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Drive your strategy 
execution
i-nexus gives you the canvas to plan, 
execute, and track what’s driving your goals

Plan  |  Execute  |  Track

i-nexus strategy software connects the dots for your goals.

By bringing the planning, execution, and tracking of your goals into focus, 
i-nexus engages everyone, aligns actions to goals, increases productivity, and 
cuts complexity out of strategy delivery.

For two decades, we’ve helped our customers achieve their goals with our 
strategy execution and operational excellence tools.

Let’s show you how.

Connect the dots
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When plans form, the number of portfolios, projects, KPIs, 
and resources grow. Planning becomes overwhelming, with 
everything disconnected across the organization. Wherever 
you sit, our x-matrix, balanced scorecard, and portfolio tools 
support well-balanced, transparent plans. 

With i-nexus, you’ll build, deploy, and connect every plan to 
your strategy.

Build the plan 
Build a robust plan with our interactive, intuitive x-matrix tool, enabling a top 
down and bottom-up approach, so that everyone contributes to the plan

Create captivating goals 
Cascade goals across and down your organization, automatically link metrics 
and resources to one another, and easily spot planning gaps

Add your portfolios 
Create portfolios of improvement priorities, attach strategic themes, and 
build projects that tightly align work to goals

Set your targets 
Get everyone from corporate to the shopfloor involved in a shared direction, 
for goals everyone buys into for more engagement and enthusiasm

Define financial goals 
Define your financial targets, and avoid double-counting across the 
organization to ensure accuracy

Prepare for tomorrow 
Use your past, present, and future plans to prepare for scenarios, so that 
disruption is minimized, and you’re ready to adapt

PLAN |  EXECUTE  |  TRACK

Plan with confidence
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Plan without limits Planning how it should be

Breathe life into your plans 
i-nexus brings your plans out of the dark folders and spreadsheets 
they once sat in

One location, one plan 
i-nexus is the place to build your plan, portfolios, and projects – 
creating alignment for every employee for a shared vision and 
mutual goals, error-free and visible to all

Connect and align everything 
The i-nexus x-matrix is the simplest way to connect every element 
of your plan, creating alignment and confidence in everything 
strategic and operational in your organization

Crystal clear visibility 
Build clear goals with set owners, financial and non-financial 
metrics, and add owners, all inside an interactive, intuitive, and 
reliable solution that cuts the complexity out of planning

Align your goals 
Whether strategic or operational, you’ll have everything you need 
to align your long-term and short-term goals, making everything 
simpler

Engage teams 
Get everyone from corporate to the shopfloor involved in a shared 
direction, with goals and work everyone buys into for greater 
engagement and enthusiasm

Realize potential 
Select the right work, with the right metrics, resources, and people 
attached so that you realize your plan’s potential

Raise confidence 
Raise and reinforce organizational confidence in your ability to 
achieve your goals by finding, actioning, and eliminating the gaps 
in your plan

“With i-nexus we now have consistent scorecard reporting across an increasing 
number of business units, giving us real-time insight and the confidence we are 
investing in the right activities for growth.”
Executive Sponsor 

Food 
production 

company

Watch the x-matrix in action
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https://info.i-nexus.com/i-nexus-strategy-execution-demo-on-demand
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Whether controlling the portfolio, or contributing to a project, 
i-nexus gives you vast tools to align everyone to plans, ward off 
non-strategic disruptions, and build a stronger execution culture.

With i-nexus, you’ll execute plans exactly as you want.

Execute your portfolio 
Go from plan to action with real-time portfolio performance and get 
early visibility of risks and delivery challenges to your plan’s success

Create programs and projects 
Create and manage projects, from simple “just do it” efforts to larger 
stage-gate projects and complex programs

Use your templates, methodology, and workflows 
Align your team to your ways of working with best-practice templates, 
techniques, kanban boards, and workflows which encourage the right 
steps to be taken, by the right people, at the right time, exactly how 
you need it

Promote learning and ideas 
Empower your team to grow their skills, create more improvements, 
and live an execution mindset throughout the organization

Execute with precision

PLAN |  EXECUTE  |  TRACK
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Execute with alignment Execute with control

From plan to action 
Go from plan to action with portfolio, program, and project 
management tools, designed to keep execution tightly aligned to 
your goals

Control your execution 
Take control of delivery with templates, kanban boards, and process 
workflows, driving home how you want to work, with operations 
supporting your goals

Clarity and engagement 
Provide stakeholders with a clear view of the plan and how their 
portfolios are supporting its execution

Empower your team 
Manage your team’s growth and encourage improvement ideas 
you can execute in projects – all to reinforce shared ownership of 
achieving your goals

React with pace 
Use portfolio and delivery data to identify early issues, manage 
risks, and keep your portfolio in a place to react and adapt as your 
organization requires

Optimize delivery 
Get everyone contributing to success, optimizing operational and 
strategic work to deliver results tightly aligned to your goals with 
fewer resources and effort wasted

Operationalize your methodology 
Watch your ways of working come to life and deliver the results 
they’re built for, cutting down delivery times and missed targets

Build a learning culture 
Scalable success will drive your learning organization, leading to 
investment and increased team skills, helping to spread a learning, 
winning culture

“i-nexus allows us to tie projects to strategy, which will really help improve our 
execution to goals. It also adds a level of structure to our processes. The team at 
i-nexus is very supportive and flexible allowing us to get creative solutions.”
Administrator

Electronic 
manufacturing

 company
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https://info.i-nexus.com/i-nexus-strategy-execution-demo-on-demand
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Whatever metric, goal, countermeasure, or team-focusing 
scorecards are needed, i-nexus makes it easy to enter data and 
build a crisp picture of performance, so you’re always ready to 
overcome risks, use the same language across departments, and 
change direction as soon as you need to.

With i-nexus, you’ll always know if everything is going to plan.

Track action 
Track real-time portfolio performance and get early visibility of risks and 
delivery challenges to your plan’s success

Control your delivery 
Bring the plan back on track by finding and correcting root causes with 
A3 action plans and metric sheets

Capture improvement ideas 
Encourage your teams to observe and identify improvements as part 
of their work, and track their suggestions to reinforce the value of their 
input

Keep everyone accountable 
Keep your team accountable and display their help in achieving your 
goals through real-time impact and benefit realization tracking

Demonstrate value 
Track expected financial targets across complex organizational 
structures, avoiding double counting, so that you can clearly review and 
assess against variable forecast scenarios

Track with ease

PLAN |  EXECUTE  |  TRACK
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Track what matters Track your benefits

Always know the answers 
With i-nexus, you’ll always know how every part of your plan is 
performing, and what you need to do to achieve your goals

Cut admin down to size 
Link metrics and projects inside i-nexus, and automatically create colorful 
and meaningful bowling charts and scorecards to show trends, where to 
focus your efforts, and reclaim days lost to manual reporting

Data-driven decisions 
Manage and optimize your delivery within i-nexus – ensuring you can 
make investment choices based on data and your prioritization scoring 
approach

Encourage the right behaviors 
Encourage your team to update their metrics in one central location, 
add journal entries, and keep control of everything by running exception 
reports to encourage consistency

Prove impact and value 
Accurately track and realize the financial and non-financial benefits of 
your portfolios and prove the impact of results

Reduce reporting time 
Take back the time lost to collating, consolidating, and presenting 
performance data, with automated reporting you’ll take into review 
sessions

Improve your performance 
Use our metric capture and reporting tools to keep everything on track 
as you pursue your goals

Manage by exception 
Improve your results by identifying and managing exceptions, ensuring 
that corrective steps are taken as soon as they’re needed

Enhance your decisions 
Move beyond siloed data and enhance your decision-making process 
with accurate and real-time performance information

Be prepared for tomorrow 
Fuel your planning processes with early warnings and real-time 
performance data, ready to inform how you adapt to your environment

“i-nexus gives us a solution for our teams to have one source of truth on our 
performance status and progress, ensuring we can easily track scope/cost/
resource/timing changes with workflow and categorization.”
Administrator

Watch the bowling chart in action

Medical 
devices 

company
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https://info.i-nexus.com/i-nexus-automating-your-bowling-chart-video


i-nexus is the trading name of i-nexus Global plc registered in England & Wales, registration number 11321642,  
VAT registration number GB 300 149 263. All rights reserved. Various trademarks held by their respective owners.

UK: +44 (0)845 607 0061
USA: +1 855 615 1589 
info@i-nexus.com
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i-nexus replaced our spreadsheet 
patchwork with a single solution that 

automated our process. Automating our 
manually-intensive process has led to 

productivity gains and the ability for the 
team to think strategically.

Mahesh Shankar, Director, Strategy, Wabtec Corporation

Trusted by global organizations

Discover the better way to achieve your goals 
Watch i-nexus in action by visiting i-nexus.com today
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http://i-nexus.com

	Watch x-matrix in action: 


